
ASTON MARTIN PARTS AVAILABLE –FELTHAM MODELS ONLY

These parts have been manufactured using original examples from member’s cars.   While every effort has been made to 
ensure originality it is impossible to offer any guarantees. Some parts have been improved either in construction or in 
material.   The Aston Martin part number is shown in the left hand column.   Prices are in US dollars.   Trade and Club 
discounts are also available. Postage is not included.  Payment with PayPal or previous arrangement.

55006
Seal Oil, Trailing 

Link Pin
Front suspension 
assembly.  There are 
felt washers available 
elsewhere but these 
rubber ones are far 
superior The Parts Catalog shows the position 

incorrectly- It goes on the inside of the 55002 
Carrier as shown.

There are four 
on the car

US$10 each

51554
Bump Stop

This replacement has 
the BSF treaded post 
and is more robust 
than the original.  The 
washer and fastening 
is not available.   A 
standard BSF nut with 
washers are required

There are two 
on the car

US$22 each

57028
Bush, Auxiliary 

Trailing Link
This is manufacturer 
to the original 
SilentBloc E1103 
specifications

Two are used 
and earlier 
car’s front 
suspensions 
can be 
upgraded with 
these 
bushings.

US$25 each

Bonnet stop on 
bulkhead for the MkII.

This stop may fit other 
Marks. 

On the Mark II 
there is only 
one central 
stop on the 
bonnet. 2 on 
the MkIII

US$25 each



50910
Washer, Rubber, Tie 

Rod
Radiator stays have 
four specific sized 
rubber washers each.  
These originals 
should be replaced by 
the new interlocking 
urethane ones to 
prevent vibration 
damage

Each mark 
uses the same 
washer.  A 
total of 8 is 
used.

US$2  each

 

50910 R
Washer, Rubber, Tie 

Rod
While the rubber 
washers are quite 
satisfactory stronger 
location and anti-
vibration washer are 
advisable.   These 
ones interlock and are 
made in urethane

A complete set 
of 8 is required

US$50 per 
set

70676
Handle, Starting

All models have a 
starter crank handle 
and these seem to be 
difficult to source.  
These are made to 
the exact original 
specifications

The aluminium 
handle can be 
polished as 
well as the 
steel body

US$200
Only one left

 Lucas 740722
This is not an Aston 
Marin part but used 
on the Lucas DR1 
windscreen wiper 
motor.  Not available 
elsewhere. They are 
very important 
preventing ingress of 
moisture and short 
circuits

One required 
per car. Made 
in urethane for 
a longer life

US$17



55088
Ring Retainer, Oil 

Seal
This O-ring is used in 
the torsion bar assembly 
and should be renewed 
when rebuilding

Two per car.
Made in high 
quality 
industrial 
rubber

US$4

50702
Mounting, Engine, 

Rear, Rubber
The essential part of 
the rear engine mount 
which is prone to 
degradation and often 
needs replacement

One required 
per car. Made 
in the same 
material as the 
original but 
better bonding

US$70

Parts Catalogue
Searchable PDF File

Available as a 
download.  
Reformatted for easy 
reading and all the 
tables are searchable

US$25

This computer file is extremely 
useful allowing parts to be 
searched and found in the 
standard Aston Martin Parts 
Catalogue as published by 
Aston Service Dorset.  It is not 
intended to allow printing.

54954
Aston Workshop 

Manual
As printed by Aston 
Dorset Service

$150
Brand new, never been used.  
A must for any Feltham car 
enthusiast



55042
Rebound rubber, 

front
The cone has been 
deliberately made 
longer than the 
original allowing it to 
be modified o suit 
requirements

Two required 
on the car. 
Can be cut to 
suit what 
range of travel 
is needed.  
The thread is 
BSF as per 
55006 Carrier
 
US$30

72818
Smith’s Fuel Tank 

Sender
Brand new unit and 
currently not readily 
available.

US$50

PART 
20.34.133

Break/Fuel Line 
Stand-offs

These are not shown 
in the Aston Martin 
Parts Catalogue 
possibly because they 
were developed later 
than the catalogue

A set of six 
pair is required 
to hold the 
brake line 
firmly to the 
fuel line

US$ 30 per 
set

90151 Extract
MkII US Wiring 

Diagram
Included in the Aston 
Dorset Service 
published Works 
Manual but are 
virtually useless

A completely 
reworked 
image with far 
greater clarity 

US$15



Gauge O-rings
O-rings for Smith 

Instrument gauges
These O-rings 
become brittle and 
allow ingress of 
moisture and dust. 
Easily fitted.

A complete 
set, dash and 
glass rings for 
three 120mm 
gauges and 
one switch 
plate.  

US$36
US$40 (Dash 
square section)

Control Box 
Sealer O-ring
Very often the Control 
Box lid is a bad fit 
which allows moisture 
to get in.  This O-ring 
stops that and the 
rattle

The ring is 
situated 
between the 
lid and base 
creating a 
waterproof join 
as well as 
stopping 
rattling

US$5


